INTRODUCTION
In order to extend our abilities to explore superhelical DNA it is necessary that a variety of different experimental approaches be utilized. In particular, we would like to extend our capacity to study structurefunction relationships of supercoiled DNA. A major question that arises, if thehairpin model is correct, is the role unpaired bases play in biological function. Two areas of considerable interest regarding superhelical DNA are transcription and recombination. In the latter case, it is striking that a large number of circular molecules have the capacity to integrate their host cell chromosome. A recent study of the binding of homologous 0X-DNA fragments to superhelical 0X-RF suggests that supercoiling may promote a recombination event. Do unpaired regions act to initiate this process? In regard to transcription, considerable evidence has been amassed showing enhanced template activity for negative superhelical DNA (see subsequent paper for review ). Again, it is not difficult to envision a role for unpaired bases in the transcription process.
An extremely useful approach to structure-function relationships is the chemical modification of superhelical DNA at unpaired sites; removal of excess reagent, followed by an analysis of the modified DNA in a biological assay. In order to pursue this approach we have explored the reactivity of N-cyclohexyl-N'-B-(4 methylmorpholinium)ethyl carbodiimide (CMC) with superhelical DNA. This reagent reacts with unpaired guanine and thymine (uracil) 18 19 residues at the imino site. ' Figure 1 shows the product of the reaction with uracil. It is clear that this bulky reagent requires unpaired bases since it can not be accomodated without either transient distortion of the Watson-Crick structure or preexisting interrupted secondary structure.
•o Studies with t-RNA have revealed reaction only at sites which are unpaired 20 and exposed.
Consequently this reagent appeared ideal for the modification of supercoiled DNA. Furthermore studies with SV40 DNA reveal that the 5 9 superhelical form (FI) can be modified with CMC. ' In addition, the location of CMC sites was determined using the HinD restriction endo-21 nuclease.
The CMC containing fragments also contain sites susceptible to S-, endonuclease.
In the case of PM2 DNA, CMC has also been utilized to measure the ?2 sense and magnitude of the superhelical content."
In order to promote 22 the CMC reaction Pulleyblank and Morgan utilized 50% ethanol to weaken the secondary structure of the ONA. These conditions did not allow these authors to detect the initial reactivity with CMC and the sedimentation velocity changes produced by this modification. In this study we will characterize this initial reactivity utilizing analytical ultracentrifugation measurements and sedimentation velocity and buoyant density. The latter can be used to measure the binding of CMC and this will be compared 14 to the amount of radioactive C-labeled CMC bound under identical reaction conditions. It will be shown that our results can be easily extended with 22 the addition of Pulleyblank and Morgan's data, allowing for a complete description of the transition of sedimentation velocity vs. percent reactivity of base pairs with CMC.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of PM2 DNA (Form I). PM2 DNA form I was prepared as described by Espejo, e_t aj_., and Dean and Lebowitz. Both form I and form II DNA were dialyzed against and stored in 0.1 M sodium borate (pH 8.0) at -20°.
Chemicals and Isotopes. All chemicals were reagent grade and buffers were prepared in deionized water. N-cyclohexyl-N'-e-(4-methylmorpholinium) ethylcarbodiimide p-toulene sulfonate (mol. wt. 423.5) was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co.
14 C-labeled CMC (specific activity 2.07 mC/mM) was prepared by the New Binding Analysis from Buoyant Density Data. The extent of reaction between a small molecular species and a buoyant macromolecule can be calculated from buoyant density shifts according to the procedure 27 described by Bauer and Vinograd.
The first step in the calculation is the evaluation of the change in hydration AI" and the net hydration I" upon binding CMC. This is done by using equations (101a) and (101b) of the above study and these are repeated below: 
where n = 6-1.5 and e is the buoyant density. In our study AT' (e) and 
where u^ = 0.814, the partial specific volume of CMC determined above.
Finally, u' is multiplied by the molecular weight ratio of an average cesium-bound nucleotide and CMC to obtain the number of moles carbodiimide per mole nucleotide. Figure 5 .
RESULTS

Sedimentation
Form II appears to react at 25°, after 24 hours, but further increases in S£Q * are very gradual as a function of temperature. Form I shows a 3 unit S increase at 25° and further increases as reactivity is promoted by incubation at higher temperatures. Note, that heating in the presence of CMC produces a curve for the S«Q * vs. reaction temperature whereas incubation at 30° produces a plateau in S^Q * vs. time.
DISCUSSION
In the introduction we cited that CMC reactivity with superhelical DNA was performed by another laboratory to measure both the sense and magnitude 22 of the superhelical turns in this DNA. Pulleyblank and Morgan used a large excess of CMC (10% W/V) in the presence of 50% ethanol at room temperature. They measured % reaction from a linear calibration curve of spectral change (% AA^QQ) VS. the buoyant density change. The spectral analysis requires exchanging p-toluene sulphonate for the bromide anion which does not contribute significantly to the optical density. A comparison of the buoyant density change vs. % reactivity between their results and ours shows excellent agreement (see Materials & Methods). However, since a denaturing solvent was present it enhanced the rate of the CMC reaction with the inability to detect the initial 6% binding and the S 2Q * changes produced by this modification. Consequently, they reported S 20 * vs. % reactivity starting with a value of 6.5% modification in terms of base pairs. Since we have been able to measure the initial 4.0% reactivity in terms of base pairs, we can plot both sets of results for S-Q * vs. CMC reactivity to obtain a complete analysis of the sedimentation velocity behavior of PM2 FI upon CMC modification. This is shown in Figure  6 .
It'is apparent that both studies are complementary and do present a complete picture of the S 2Q * behavior vs. % reaction of CMC. Hence, the major observations of CMC modification of PM2 DNA FI are as follows: i. CMC produces a large increase in the S 20 * of superhelical PM2 DNA with a reactivity of \% of the base pairs. ii. Further reactivity from 2 to 4% of the base pairs occurs which is not accompanied by any S~Q * change (plateau region Figure 6 ), but can be clearly detected by buoyant density or radiolabel measurements. iii. The agreement is excellent between the CMC buoyant density binding 14 data and the C-labeled CMC binding measurements. iv. The plateau region is followed by a sharp decrease in S 2 Q * which undoubtedly represents the major loss of negative supercoils followed by In brief, the reaction is first characterized by path B, modification of transiently exposed bases preventing reformation of base pairing. These defective sites can now act as nucleation sites for further unwinding. Naturally, if defects preexist in the DNA propagation of unwinding will occur from these sites and the initial rate of unwinding will be enhanced. It is our view that the shape of the S2Q * vs. % reactivity curve reflects the relative rates involved in the respective paths for unwinding superhelical DNA. If the number of defects in the DNA (all reacted sites) is the rate limiting step then it would be anticipated that path A, reaction at hairpin sites, would occur rapidly and a lag period would occur which requires the accumulation of additional reaction sites via path B. The cooperative melting occurs with defects acting as the centers of unwinding. This would explain the plateau region which we propose to be the accumulation of small defects which are apparently not sufficient to change the sedimentation velocity of the flexible wormlike coil until sufficient supercoiling is lost and there is a conversion to the open circular form.
It is possible that the plateau region is a balance of different effects as the DNA undergoes a complex set of events which can result in a loss of supercoiling and changes in chain flexibility, hydration, partial specific volume and hydrodynamic volume. Although we can not exclude the possibility of compensating effects a number of observations strongly suggest that the plateau does represent the accumulation of defects without causing any significant changes in S 9n 4 .
The rate of reaction of HCHO can be monitored spectrophotometerically. When the initial reaction of PM2 FI reached equilibrium we determined an Spg * values of 32S. If this represents the saturation of hairpin sites further reactivity would occur at duplex regions either by propagation from the disrupted hairpins or via path B. Since equilibrium was reached we believe propagation to be very slow from a limited number of sites. Consequently heating of the DNA was performed in the presence of 4% HCHO in order to promote additional reactivity. The DNA sample was held for 10 minutes at a particular temperature, e.g. 35°, cooled and an aliquot taken for spectral and S 2Q * measurements. The process was repeated by short temperature intervals. Since this published data is important for our model and for comparative purposes we present it again in Figure 8 .
The examination of the S«g * behavior of heated (equilibrium reacted) HCHO DNA I showed a flat plateau until the dip region in two different sedimentation solvents, whereas the O.D. 270nm value continued to increase (not shown) indicating continued reactivity. Consequently, HCHO reactivity appears to separate into two stages, first hairpins or single strand regions are saturated (path A) and then duplex structure reacts via path B as the temperature is increased. The hydrodynamic transitions observed; S 20,* increase > Plateau and dip are clearly comparable to the CMC-induced transitions. (1) The sample was brought to a specified temperature for 10 minutes in 8% HCHO, cooled in ice, and the AOD read at 20°C (data not shown). An aliquot was removed for sedimentation velocity analysis. The transition obtained is that of the open (0) circles. (2) The sample was reacted in 4% HCHO at 30° until equilibrium was achieved by optical density criteria at 270 nm. Melting was continued by the heating procedure described above and the transition followed in two solvents: 1. However, if PM2 DNA is just heated in the presence of HCHO, cooled and examined for changes in S 2Q *, we observe a bell shaped curve of S 2Q * vs. temperature. The maximum S 2Q * is 37S and this is followed by the dip regions. This is shown in Figure 8 (dashed curve) and was also published previously. Unfortunately, we did not realize the importance of the HCHO observations until we examined CMC reactivity. We believe that incremental heating promotes reactivity by paths A and B (Figure 7 ) and consequently generates considerably more nucleation sites for unwinding, thus producing a more flexible wormlike coil and a more cooperative unwinding to the open form. Hence we do not see a plateau in S 20 * vs. temperature but a bell shaped curve. The heating of CMC also produces a broad bell shaped curve ( Figure 5 ) and we again have an analogous situation to HCHO reactivity.
2 4 For the case of CHjHgOH reactivity ' with PM2 FI we did not observe a plateau but a sharp bell shape curve followed by the characteristic dip region. Since CHgHgOH is known to cooperatively denature duplex DNA at a critical concentration we simply interpret the QUHgOH reaction as proceeding via paths A and B simultaneously so that cooperative melting occurs very sharply when sufficient CH 3 HgOH is present. It is important to note that when single strand character is missing from the DNA, i.e. superhelical PM2 DNA molecules of low superhelical density we do not observe a bell shape curve but simply a plateau in S 9n * followed by a dip in the loss of super-4 ^u> coiling.
Consequently, the proposal for the reaction of chemical probes with superhelical DNA (Figure 7) qualitatively accounts for the S 20 * behavior produced by a variety of reagents and extends the model proposed by Woodworth-Gutai and Lebowitz. It has been demonstrated that the essential features of the model, intrastrand hairpin regions which are easily modified and the accumulation of many additional sites of reactivity by transient unwinding of duplex structure can account for the differences in transitions in S 2Q * vs. reactivity observed thus far for superhelical DNA. It should be emphasized that considerable structural details remain to be resolved before a full understanding of the behavior of superhelical DNA. Although we have focused exclusively on the hairpin as our major working hypothesis, 32 we are aware that other structural features such as branching may play a role in reactivity and hydrodynamic behavior and require further consideration.
With this background regarding the structural features of superhelical DNA we now focus our attention on the effects produced by CMC on transcription.
